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Key questions

1. How to use the international momentum for carbon pricing in domestic and global pricing approaches, and which instruments are available?
2. To what extent do NDCs reflect the potential contribution of fiscal policy reform to support climate objectives and what are the main implementation challenges?
3. What are the opportunities and barriers to promoting carbon pricing instruments aligning policies such as fossil fuel subsidies reforms, and what role can they play in delivering the NDCs?
4. How can perceived adverse impacts of carbon pricing instruments and fossil fuel subsidy reforms be addressed to protect vulnerable groups and ensure reform is not later reversed?
Additional information and links

- [http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/fiscal-policy](http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/fiscal-policy)
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7uEKN7lhw8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7uEKN7lhw8)
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